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rea educators~
ppose decision
.

.

e requirements, which were
adopted by the board in
, will require college-bound
nts to take four years of
·sh, three years each of social
·es, mathematics and science
two years of electives in forlanguage, music or art. The
will take effect in 1993.
esently, admission requirets vary from university to uni'ty.
any high school counselors
quick to point out the polidownfalls after the IBHE
irmed its position on the
· ements at a Tuesday meetin Chicago.
ane Welton, head counselor
attoon High School, said the
icy will especially harm stuts who decide half way
ugh high school to attend cole. "Students who begin high
ool with plans of entering a
tional field such as the secre1 field will have very little
rtunity to change their minds
they advance in school,"
!ton said Wednesday.
addition, Welton said a stut who decides during his
omore year to attend a uniity may find himself spending
extra year in high school or
attending a community colsimply to meet these new
· ements.
artha Bartlett, guidance
nselor at Stewardsonburg High School, also found
faults in the IBHE's policy.
policy is good for students

who make make up their minds
early.; but it's scary for an eighth
grader to begin making plans
when they first enter ·high
school," Bartlett said.
Some high school counselors
were upset the IBHE didn't consult with them before making a
final decision on the policy.
"They don't talk to the people on
the battle field, the ones that really know what's going on," said
Dave Mandrell, a guidance counselor at Oakland High School.
"They should back off," he said,
adding that some schools may
have to lengthen the school day or
eliminate course areas like typing
and bookkeeping.
Presently, ·since each university
has a separate set of admission
requirements, students have more
options available to them, said
Eastern 's Admissions Director
Dale Wolf.
"The new policy scheduled to
take effect in 1993 would make
the 4-3-3-3-2 requirements a standard throughout Illinois," Wolfe
said.
He added the present policy
allows a university to admit stuJACKIE WEBER I Staff photographer
dents with some deficiencies,
with the stipulation that they will §_rad Kirk, ~ Stu.dent ~n sho~s off ~is beer belly as part of a student- comedian competition
·
take courses to improve those Wednesday night in the~ The winner will be selected next week.
deficiencies.
Whether or not the new policy
will continue to allow students
with a limited number of deficiencies to enter a university is not yet
Brian Weppner told the audi- tine.
By MIKE YOUNG
known, Wolfe said.
Staff writer
Reeder targeted several rock
ence
he was so skinny as a kid
Funds to accommodate teachstars
in his performance.
that
workmen
once
tried
to
throw
ers for the new policy could be
him in a wood chipper, while "Michael Jackson's album 'Bad'
Student
comedians
took
to
the
another limiting aspect of the polCary Schoeppach educated every- was a title and review at the same
icy, but have not been directly stage ·Wednesday night, performtime," Reeder said.
ing in the U.S. Concepts Comedy one on albatross body language.
addressed by the IBHE.
Video tapes of the contestant's
Andrea
Zinkie,
the
lone
female
"If the tax referendum hadn't Competition at the Subway.
performances
will be judged by
of
her
game-show
contestant,
told
Eight contestants displayed
been passed, we would not be preaddiction
and
lust
for
Richard~ comedian Jerry Seinfield. If one
pared for the policy changes," their humorous tendencies to an Dawson.
of Eastern 's comedians is chosen
Weldon said. A tax referendum to audience of more than 100 people
Brad Reeder, a professional as the winner of the Midwest
of
a
and
were
videotaped
as
part
better fund the financially trouhired by the competition's spon- region, he or she will win a trip to
bled Mattoon school district was national competition to find the sors, opened the evening with a Daytona Beach, Fla.
funniest collegiate comedian.
recently approved.
comedy, magic and juggling rou-

Student comic talent showcased

Eastern interviews second
candidate for VP position
.

By JEFF POMBERT
Staff writer
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A second candidate for the
newly created position of tll<L
develo ment,
1
ens
ived for on•·M-,....:::;:;:;:;;p~u':":s:--r:in;:;--;t;::;e::::rv
;-;-1;.:;e:::
w s Wednesday,
t tl •t:t: /Ill said Robert Kindrick, vice president of academic affairs.
Giddens is currently the vice
president for development at
Eckert College, where he has
served since November 1987.
he held the same

.

position at Rockford College.
Kindrick said these interviews
will show how well Giddens interacts with the different campus
groups and what kind of administrative skills they have.
"Basically, we're looking for
qualities and characteristics. (in
the candidate) that will provide
assertive and appropriate leadership," he said.
The position was created by
Eastern President Stan Rives in
November to replace the former
director of development position.

The new vice president will be
responsible for coordinating
fundraising efforts by-Eastern.
Kindrick said no salary has
been set for the position because it
will be negotiated between whoever is hired and the university.
An open forum for students.and
faculty intersected in meeting and
questioning Giddens will be held
at 2:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Union addition 1895 Room. He is
scheduled to stay in Charleston
until Friday afternoon.

Thursda , March 9, t 989
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Illinois shouldn't pay for problem

Berqtsen sides with Tower
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, announced
Wednesday he will vote to confirm former Texas Sen. John Tower as
secretary of defense but Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell said
he still had the votes to defeat the nomination.
Bentsen, the 1988 Democratic vice presidential candidate, became
the third Democratic senator to break party ranks and throw his weight
behind the embattled nominee.
''We have seen every imperfection in an essentially good man
dragged into the pitless glare of television lights ... " Bentsen said. "It
has been a high price to pay for public service. I will vote for John
Tower's confirmation."
Bentsen, who served in the Senate with his fellow Texan, said he
was impressed with Tower's pledge not to drink if confirmed to head
the ~entagon.

1 DAY NEW YORK TRIP
SATURDAY. JUNE 3 $189

0D

From Champaign, Includes air & 3 hr city
tour
Call Chery Before March 6

CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress should not make the Illinois coal industry pay the cost of correcting
national problem even though the state's high-sulfur coal is a major source of acid rain, Gov. James R.
Thompson said Wednesday.
At a luncheon meeting with the Illinois congressional delegation, Thompson asked lawmakers to hel
make sure the state is treated fairly when a bill to control acid rain finally heads to the president's desk.
"Illinois citizens are being asked to pay their share of the savings and loan bailout, though the primary ben
ficiaries seem to the states of Florida, Texas and California, which have by far the largest number of fail
institutions,'' Thompson told reporters after the meeting.
"If Illinoisans are to pay their fair share of S&L crisis, I think it's fair for us to ask why the rest of
nation can't help pay for a problem which has its origins not only in Illinois coal burning but in the smel
copper mines of Arizona, the smog in California and car emissions from all over."

Proposal provides time for leave
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Two prominent state senators proposed legislation Wednesday to guarantee abo
three-quarters of Illinois workers an unpaid 18-week leave of absence to deal with a family medical crisis
the birth or adoption of a child.
Senate President Philip Rock, D-Oak Park, and Sen. Dawn Clark Netsch, D-Chicago, said their propo
provides safeguards for employers while sparing many workers the wrenching choice between keeping the"
jobs or fulfilling family responsibilities.
·
"This is one of those ideas whose time has come," Rock said at a Chicago news conference.
But a health-care policy analyst for the state's largest business lobby called the plan an intrusive gove
ment mandate that would pose particular problems for employers who depend on workers with highly spe
cialized skills.
"The main point in ·our opposition is that it's a mandated benefit," said Pamela Mitroff of the Illinoi
State Chamber of Commerce. "That's the biggest hurdle that this kind of proposal has to overcome."

NO SENSE OF HUMOR?
TONIGHT

COMEDY NIGHT & LITTLE KINGS

301 W. LINCOLN 345-7731 •THE FUN TRIP

Show starts
@9:00
Come early!

3 Little Kings
$1.25
Dancing after
the SHOW!

· . ".. _. . . ... . - ~~***<HJCKYIS
orE NEAN S.0.8!'
----·- ......

FRIDAY, March 10
University Ballroom
Times: 6:30 ·& 9:00 Adm. $1.00
Ill~~:·
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News

The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Illinois during fall and spring semesters and twice during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations, by the stu·
dents of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $18 per semester, $8
for summer only, $36 for all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of
the Associated Press which is entitled to exclusive use of all articles appear·
ing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the majority view of the
editorial board; all other opinion pieces are signed. Phone 581-2812. The
Daily Eastern News editorial and business offices are located in the North
Gym of the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois University. Second class
postage paid at Charleston, IL 61920. ISSN 0894-1599. Printed by Eastern
Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920.
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icket sales at ,a crawl
Ticket sales for the April 7
ngle~oved at a
il's ~esday as 94
ets saw buyers.
The total number 'Of tickets
has yet to break~after
third day of sal s B ld
l tickets on Tues
,
ich
· gs the total sales to 915.
Concert Coordinator Trever
wn said ticket sales have been
wer than officials expected. "I
lfeel we'll break even."

3,000 tickets or they will lose
money, he added.
However, low ticket sales for
rock concerts at Eastern are not
uncommon. With the exception of
the Parent's Weekend concerts,
which sell tickets rapidly, most
concerts have slow sales.
Losses for rock acts have totaled
in the thousands. For instance, the
1984 performances of The Tubes
and The Fixx, lost $4,000 and
$9 ,000 respectively. And the
Squeeze performance last year
was also a financial disaster.
Squeeze performed to a crowd
of 2,709 and nearly 3,00 seats

were left empty. Sales for the
Squeeze show began with over
1,000 tickets sold in the first day,
but the second day of sales fell to
below 200 and never surged
again.
In an attempt to sell more tickets
for The Bangles, Brown said UB
is circulating tickets to area outlets in Mattoon and Charleston.
Brown said he hopes sales
improve because without financial support the UB will have a
disadvantage in attracting big
name talent to Eastern. "It would
be tremendously helpful if the
ts sold well," he added.

•

enate question

issue

In addition he answered questions

A representative for the Illinois
udent Association answered
stions for over an hour and a
f before the Student Senate
esday night.
Kevin Lamb, ISA chairperson
d a member of the board of
tors, presented his argument
Eastern to join the association.

~en

from the senate members ranging
from ISA's finances to specific
questions of what the organization
can do for Eastern.
"The importance of Eastern
becoming a member is that we
would be able to represent the
particular interests of the campus," Lamb said.
He also added if Eastern decided not to enter ISA, the associa-

tion would still represent the students, but not directly, since
Eastern would not have a person
sitting on the board of directors.
Many of the questions
addressed the fee each school
must pay in order to be a member.
The senate members questioned
what these funds were used for
and why the students should pay
$1 a year for doing the same
things the student senate does.

optimistic about future

representative and wife of U.S.
Sen. Paul Simon, Jeanne Simon.
However, state Sen. Penny
That's what a panel of past and Severns, who was a scheduled
nt women politicians agreed - panelist, was unable to attend.
esday evening at the discusSimon said she believes that
, "Women and Politics: Past, one of the major political parties
nt and Future."
will "very soon" nominate a
The panel consisted of state woman for president, but specup. Helen Satterthwaite (103 lated that a woman will run for
'ct), state Rep. Karen Hasara the top office in Illinois even
district), Coles County Clerk sooner.
tty Coffrin and former state
Hasara agreed, adding she

believes a woman needs to be
nominated for her qualifications
and not her gender.
As an example of how far
women have come, Hasara told
the group of about 60 people
about her grandmother wh·o was
laughed at by her husband for votTERRI McMU.l.ANttitan ; 101uyrapher
ing in the 1920 election.
.
But now women compnse
·• -- "more than half of the registered Sophomo Tim Den!J, senior
·r/;; and sophomor'-. Scott
voters.
~ractice Wednesday for cheer/eadin tryouts to be held this
week.

A che

\ t.....
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Thurs.
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345-7312
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Memorq Lane 1?.,e.stauran.t

Thursday's Specials

Italian Sausage
W/Fries & Drink
$ 2.50

Lasagna Dinner
Salad & _Garlic
Bread $ 3.95
5pm-9pm

Becks Dk Draft Bass Ale

Late Night Special 9 pm-1 am
Delivery Service 5pm to lam

$1.00
8-cl

ispostilkm

Tonite's Specials!
* $2.00 Pitchers
(all nite)
* $1.00 Longnecks
* 75¢ Shnapps
(all flavors)
* 75¢ Kamikaze
* 25¢ Hot Dogs

Mother'S

SUMMER IS AROUND
THE CORNER!

rom The Kitchen
oz. Choice Sirloin

"Charbroiled"

omemade Fries
Cole Slaw
$5.95
5-9 p.m.

~Melf'n+
ft'!~

1i

~-~
TClof lllinois,lnc ..
345-7071

9-close

So Jump In
For Great
Summer
Savings

At
Lincolnwood I Pine tree
Apartments
For More Info Call
345-6000

i
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High and dry in partyin' Tennessee
After driving 12 frustrating
hours, (four of which were
spent backtracking and even
driving In reverse on the
interstate in a three-car caravan to a small town past
Knoxville, Tenn.), the only
thing we wanted to do was
relax and drink a cold beer.
This idea would have to
wait though as the 12 of us,
attending a journalism conEdltorlals represent the
vention at Newman Christian
College, meandered in a sinopinion of the edltorlal board.
gle-file line through a cafeteColumns represent the
ria cluttered with furniture that was sim1 ar to my
opinions of the author.
grandma's. They (the hosts) checked us out, probably
to see if we had already had a couple cold ones on the
way. I heard one guy with glasses as thick as the ice
on my windshield say, "the rebels from Eastern Illinois
The Dally Eastern News
University are here."
Thursday, March 9, 1989
Then I sat down next to a reporter who attended
the 1,800 student private college we were visiting.
She sat "prim and proper" as if she were in church
and wore a plaid skirt, green cardigan and a white
blouse buttoned to the top. Her diction was articulated
perfectly. We first discussed newspaper issues, the real
purpose of attending the convention. Later, the important issue surfaced - where could go party, as I saw no
bars and only two small liquor stores on the way into
town.
P-a-r-t-y!? she said with a look like I had said something she had never heard of or done before. "There is
no alcohol allowed on this campus." But she said
The Illinois Board of Higher Education some students (the minority) drove to UT, the
should be commended for attempting to University ofTennessee In Knoxville.
They warned us before we came that we were
improve the quality of higher education in
Illinois, but perhaps it should have given entering the bible belt, but I never imagined an entire
s
ore thought to forcing mandatory university being dry.
I told her it was sad, but Eastern revolved around
adm1ss1on
uirements down the throats of
alcohol and the bar scene. She looked as if she was
t--__JWf~~l:flflrersities it governs.
upset that we were corrupting her campus In which
After all, each of these universities, from she paid over $5,CXX> per semester to attend.
Southern Illinois University in Carbondale to
"How?" she asked. Then she tried to explain to me
Chicago State University, has its own unique that anyone under the age of 21 is supposed to be
qualities.
·
prohibited from drinking. "Or is that not so in the state
Therefore_
.' shouldn't of Illinois," she asked. Then her friend spoke for the

OPINION

page

!BHI; has right
idea, ·but the
wrong concept ·

G )
Editorial

- • • • • •- ~ach .on~ ..,p4ve . 1ts own set of
.:;tandards for measuring the ·qualities of its
~applicants?
... ·
·
·The IBHE doesn't think so.
During a Tuesday meeting in Chicago, the
board voted 13-0 to reaffirm the mandatory
high school course requirements which were
originally adopted in 1985. Complaints from
secondary education groups, colleges and
students prompted the IBHE to reevaluate
the policy, which was to become effective in
1993.
But efforts to reverse the decision failed
when Gov. James R. Thompson put pressure
on the board, saying " I don't think you can
fight on one hand for more resources for
higher education and on the other hand, stay
with yesterday's standards.''
Unfortunately, the board crumbled under
pressure from the governor.
College-bound high school students will
now be required to have four years of
English, three years each of mathematics,
social studies and science and two years of
electives in foreign language, music or art.
Perhaps it's ideal for all students to measure up to these requirements, but it's not
very realistic. Some secondary education officials say it will be very difficult for rural and
inner-city high schools to offer the required
courses.
Again, the IBHE should be commended for
it's efforts, but until every high school student in this state has the opportunity to meet
these requirements, the policy should not be
made mandatory.
It should be each university's individual discretion to establish and determine the admission requirements it sets for its own students.
In this case, one universal policy will not
suffice.

Quote of t he day• ..

''

Force is not a remedy.
Aldous Huxley
t

t

!

t

I

I

I

t

t

t

''

first time to say that the drinking age of 21 is enfor
everywhere now.
i" was like, ·are these people really college studen
This chick acted as if she was proud of how the al
rules there were enforced. At night, their IDs
breaths are checked when returning to their dorms.
began to wonder what these students, so differ
than us, do on the weekends-play cards or bowl
haps?
I don't have anything agains~ people who ch
not to drink, many of my friends don't. But an en
campus?
Try to imagine what Eastern would be like wi
lines in front of Mom's or party house stories in
Verge. I can't.
So again I asked, "what do you do on the
ends?" She had to think about it for a few minu
And then she said sporting events are big, es
football. That might be a good idea, then my r
mates would know more about sports and the ans
to questions about Eastern football players
whether they are paid or not.
I wondered if Jefferson City had a recreational
with arcades, movie theaters and bowling alley's know, a place to hang out.
I asked what else they did for fun, maybe fraterni
or sororities? Service fraternities was her ans
Meanwhile, as her friends moved to another table
admitted Newman Is a "suitcase college."
Again, try to imagine what Eastern would be like
that situation.
,
After this conversation I decided UT was the p
to go Friday night. We tried to gather anyone from
convention who wanted to make the road trip to
seemed to be the only place to party.
While walking past windows at the Holiday I
where we stayed, a couple from Carson Newman
playing cards. We asked if they wanted to come
us, as we heard there was a bar called The Library
UT.
They declined, saying they they had a card game
finish.

- Kim Mikus Is the news editor and a guest co/um
For The Daily Eastern News.

Your turn
Student Senate's refusal to register
new voters to The Daily Eastern
News editorial board's own apathy
toward the forums , student noninterest prevails.
When only 250 out of 10,000
I'd like to thank all
who watched the candidate forums students vote {or roughly 3 percent
and voted in the Feb. 28 primary, of the campus) that sends a very
regardless of their choices. I hope clear signal to the politicians. Why
you will continue to participate in should candidates pay any attention
our democratic form of govern- to young people's needs, comment. As for the rest of the student plaints or ideas? The return for
their e ffo rts is usually not cost
body, what gives?
I've been involved in partisan effective .
I know there are a lot of patriotic
politics, grass-root efforts to
increase funding for education and people on this campus. Don't they
finally, in the non-partisan mayoral realize that the first step toward
race. In all of my efforts, I've been democracy and its preservation is
frustrated by the apathy most the simple, but essential act of votyoung people show on election ing?
As a group, young people are in
day.
It seems to transcend to all levels many ways a minority in the
of student participation - from the "adult" world. The ONLY way to

'New blood' needs

~~:~!0;,rom ~~~

~:denQ

acquire fair representatio
through registration and VO
Ask any African , Ameri
Hispanic, Jewish or other mi
what kind of respect they would
if only 3 percent of them t
out to vote!
The beauty of being young is
feeling of optimism and of
invincible. It's the perfect time
the formulation and proliferati
new ideas, new ways of d
things. Our country needs "
blood" in all levels of govern
but the ONLY way it's going to
it is for the " new blood" in
constituency to vote.
Thanks again to ALL those
voted. You have my respect.
Brian Nordin
former mayoral candidate

Thursday,March 9, 1989
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. OTC. Camp offered
Students can get a taste of
ROTC by participating in a sixweek summer program, Camp
Challenge.
Ca.-np Challenge offers participants a summer job, summer
school with university credit,
leadership training and scholarship opportunities.
Participants can earn up to
$700
for
the
summer.
ansportation, room and board,
s and uniforms are provided
by the U.S. Army.
An informational seminar
about Eastern's Reserve Officer
Training Corps program and

Camp Challenge is scheduled
from 6 to 7 p.m. Thursday in
Kiehm Hall room 108.
Two other- meetings will be
held from 6 to 7 p.m. March 16
and 30 in Klehm Hall room 108,
said Maj. Alan Prenger of
Eastern 's ROTC department.
The seminars will focus on the
ROTC program and their benefits,
opportunities and scholarships.
Speakers will also discuss
Camp Challenge which is a program that allows students who are
not at an academic level to participate in ROTC.
In Camp Challenge, students
may gain leadership qualities
through placement in positions

such as squad leader, company
commander and other ranking
positions, Lt. Col. Lloyd
McCammon said.
In addition, students will learn
military skills, land navigating,
map reading, first aid and drill
ceremonies, e said.
Camp Challenge will be held
in three cycles from June 3 to July
13, June 10 to July 13, June 24 to
Aug. 3 at Fort Knox, Ky., Prenger
said.
Although students may choose
to participate in Camp Chilllenge,
it doesn't commit them to ROTC,
McCammon said, adding that students may drop out of the program within five days.

Peace activist to speak
By RUSSELL STARE
8enior reporter
August,
1968, the
mocratic National Convention
pted into violence between
ti-war demonstrators and
· e. As a result, peace activist
vid Delli
_ was found guilty
incitement to riot, along with
ur other members of The
·cago Seven.
Dellinger will be paying a spe' al visit to Eastern at 2 p.m.
ursday in Life Science Room
1 to discuss his political
volvement in the 1960s and his
ws of the present.
"Actually I prefer to call it the
'cago Eight because of Bobby
es" who was tried separately
the rest, said Dellinger, now
, from his guest suite at the
iversity of Illinois, Champaign.
Because most students were

still toddlers in 1968, Political
Science Chair Richard Goodrick
said, "They don't realize what
had taken place" in terms of
political unrest and protest movements. "It's somebody out of the
past who had a significant part in
the Vietnam protests.'' he added.
Besides his involvement in
organizing peace demonstrations,
Dellinger is a writer and editor of
politically active publications.
He is currently fullfilling his
part in the "Guest In Residency
Program" at the U. of I.
The program is part of the residentially based Unit One Program
said Unit One Director Howard
Schein. Students who participate
have access to 30 credit courses a
yel)r, workshops and other noncredit courses as well as a chance
to meet guests.
Schein said each guest is invited to spend two to four weeks liv-

ing in a residence hall suite to
interact and speak with students.
Over the 15 years the program
has been in existence, Schein said
among the guests, 1980 presidential candidate John Anderson. and
speech writer Carl Hess have
given their time to attend.
Political Science instructor
Larry Thorsen said when he heard
Dellinger was in residence at U.
of I. he invited the activist to
spend an afternoon at Eastern.
Along with making a short talk,
Thorsen said Dellinger hopes to
field questions from students.
"I go all over the place making
set speeches," Dellinger said.
"Here (at U. of I. and Eastern), I
can sit down and just talk about
the subjects."
Dellinger was originally scheduled to spend two weeks at U. of
I. in November, but had to cut his
visit short for personal reasons.

ranian students pose threat
(AP)
ousands of "zealous" Iranian
ents in the United States pose
e greatest threat of violence
·nst publishers and others over
e controversial novel "The
tanic Verses," an FBI official
Congress Wednesday.
if to underline the impact of

Panther Lounge

Mean Green

Mickey's

75¢
8 Ball Tournaments
Sat. 1 p.m.

Keep your
parents up 9n
what's going
on at EIU
through a
Dally Eastern
News
Subscription
Call 581-2812

the threats of retribution coming
from Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini, a
representative of the U.S. publisher of the book, Viking-Penguin,
declined to appear at the hearing.
A committee source said the company cited security concerns in
refusing the invitation. Calls to
the publisher were not immediate-

ly returned.
"There are a large number (of students) here, both legally and illegally, who are zealous adherents
to the Khomeni rhetoric ... and
pursuit of violence," Oliver
"Buck" Revell, the executive
assistant investigation director of
the FBI.

ON~arty ·'s
Slice Nite !
A Large Slice of Pizza with
Sausage, Pepperoni and
Mushroom only $ 1.25
$ 2.50 Pitchers (Miller & Lite)

SENIOR DAY
TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1989
GRAND BALLROOM - UNIVERSITY UNION

9:30 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
ALLSTATE
ARA SERVICES/SCHOOL NUTRITION SERVICES
ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND COMPANY (ADM)
ARDL, INC.
ARMOUR PHARMACEUTICAL
CITY OF ATLANTA/BUREAU OF POLICE SERVICES
B·LINE SYSTEMS, INC.
BLINDER ROBINSON & CO.
BUFFALO GROVE POLICE DEPARTMENT
CAMADON
CBS· COLUMBIA HOUSE
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOLISM & DRUG COUNCIL
CHAMPION FEDERAL
CHEWLAWN SERVICES CO.
COLWELL SYSTEMS, INC.
COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
COOK COUNTY ADULT PROBATION DEPARTMENT
COUNTRY COMPANIES
CROSSPOINT HUMAN SERVICES
DELOfTTE HASKINS & SELLS
DOMtNO'S PIZZA, INC.
EASTER SEAL SOCIETY
ECONOMY FIRE & CASUALTY COMPANY
ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS (E.O.S.)
FASTENAL COMPANY
FEDERAL KEMPER INSURANCE COMPANY
FOOT LOCKER· AURORA, IL
FOOT LOCKER· CHAMPAIGN, IL
FOOT LOCKER • EVANSVILLE, IN
FOOT LOCKER • MATTESON, IL
FOXEN FINANCIAL
GERMANIA BANK
JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL SERVICES
GROWMARK, INC.
HERITAGE BUILDERS, INC.
HOBBICO, INC.
HYSTER COMPANY
ILUNOIS AGRICULTURAL AUDITING ASSOCIATION
JEWEL FOOD STORES
KINNEY SHOES
K MART APPAREL CORP.
KRAFT, INC.
LADY FOOT LOCKER
LEVER BROTHERSIHOUSEEHOLD DIVISION
LOS ANGELES COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC
LOUIS MELINO COMPANY
MARKETING & MANAGEMENT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
MAURICES, INC.
METPATH INC.
METROPOLITAN
MIDCO INTERNATIONAL
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
MOORMAN MFG. CO.
MC DONALD'S CORP.
.
NATIONAL GUARDIAN LIFE INS. CO./DAVID E. ASCHINGER &~!'§Oebi1t~
NEW YORK.LIFE INSURANCE· CHICAGO, IL
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE - ST. LOUIS, MO
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE/JOHN WRIGHT & ASSOC., INC.

"'

*

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE/HOOPIS AGENCY
OSCO DRUG, INC.
PEACE CORPS
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
PIZZA HUT OF AMERICA
PLAN AMERICA FINANCIAL SERVICES
PORTE, BROWN & COMPANY
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE, INC. (PSI)
PRUDENTIAL
RADIO SHACK/TANDY CORP.
RUSH UNIVERSITY
SCHROCK/WCI CABINET GROUP
SEARS, ROEBUCK, AND CO.
SEIFERTS
SIKICH, GARDNER & CO.
ST. ANTHONY'S MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ST. MARY'S SQUARE LIVING CENTER
ST. LOUIS POLICE DEPARTMENT
STATE FARM INS. CO. ( IL REGIONAL OFFICE)
STATE FARM INS. CO.
STUART JAMES INVESTMENT BANKERS
UNION PACIFIC TECHNOLOGY
VOLUME SHOE CORP.
WAL-MART STORES, INC.
WENDY'S INTERNATIONAL, INC.
WILLOWBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
YOUTH ADVOCATE PROGAM
STATE OF ILLINQIS
IL DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC AID/REGIONAL OFFICE
IL DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES/DORS
IL DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
IL DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
IL STATE POLICE
UNITED STATES
AIR FORCE
ARMY
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO & FIREARMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE/OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL - AUDIT
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE/RESEARCH SERVICE, MIDWEST AREA
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING & URBANA DEVELOPMENT/OFFICE OF INSPECTOR
GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION/FEDERAL AVIATION ADMIN./AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL TOWER
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION
PROBATION OFFICE
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS - COME DRESSED IN APPROPRIATE INTERVIEW
ATTIRE·
BRING RESUME· IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CALL THE CAREER PLAN·
NING & PLACEMENT CENTER· 581-2411

THE FUNNIEST COPS
ARE FUNNIER THAN
EVER!
lPGI
WAANEA 8AOS •

TOMORROW 500, 715, 915

NO COST
OPEN TO:
JUNIOR-LEVEL --INTERNSHIPS
SENIORS
GRADUATE STUDENTS
ALUMNI
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. GRAND BALLROOM
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Student art show displayed at Tarble ~
~

By TOM FAULKNER
Staff writer

Eastern art students will showcase their work during the annual
All Student Art Show, which
begins Friday at the Tarble Arts
Center.
The show will feature 52
exhibits in the areas of painting,
sculpture, drawing, crafts, printmaking and graphic design, said
Michael Watts, Tarble Arts
Center director.
Watts said aproximately 205
entries were judged by outside

jurors Monday.
The jurors were chosen by the
All Student Affairs Committee
who solicited names from the art
faculty, said Mary Leonard, cocoordinator of the event.
This year 's jurors were Jane
Asbury, from the University of
Kansas and Bob Cunningham,
from Ball State University.
Leonard said the jurors were
"looking for originality, an
excellent use of craft and skilled
use of media."
Leonard said the jurors were
also impressed with the potential

of the class projects submitted.
The jurors selected six winners for merit awards ·of $50 in
each category. And a best-ofshow winner will receive a $200
prize.
All awards will be given at the
opening reception, 2 p.m. to 4
p.m., Sunday at Tarble. The
exact time wards will be distributed is 2:30 p.m., Watts said.
The art department will also
be giving out various other
awards at this time, one of which
will be the Outstanding Senior
Art Student.

Watts said, " the most important function of the show is that
it introduces art students to professional levels of juried exhibition."
The show, coordinated by the
All Student Affairs Committee,
is sponsored by the art department and the Tarble Arts Center.
The show is an annual event
that is "put on to demonstrate
that students are actively pursuing creative endeavors in the area
of art," Leonard said.
Watts said students and public
are invited to the free exhibition.

~-:~
. v

*

WILL BE OPEN
FOR STUDYING ...
DAILY .. MONDAY - FRIDAY
4-10PM

Oreat Mexican -F ood

BEVERAGES ANO SNACKS AYAILABLE
AT THE SUGAR SHACK

•Real Sour Cream
•Real Cheese
Real Good

~---ir--~~~~-,¢ '
WEST WING ~ l:!IMMlltWIHIEIUCIG,JR. ~
MAIN LEVEL '°?
~UNDN ~

l!J

Beer and Wine available
7th & Madison

.345-7427

·oosu

B

SEND A ST. PA1TY'S DAY
PERSONAL TO
BRIN OK KELLY OK
PATRICK OK RYAN
SEND 15 LIVELY WORDS OF
GOODLUCK FOK
(Bach additional word is 15¢ each)

RTWORK IS $1.00 W/COLOR IS $2.0
PERSONALS WILL APPEAR FRI. MARCH 17TH DEADLINE IS MON. MARCH 13 by 1 :30
Name:~~~~~~~~~-

Ph.# _ _ __

_

. Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Color:-----

A)

B)

astern
style
PODWOJSKI
y people explore caves

same reasons mountain
bers climb mountains:
they're there.
ce Gutowski, assistant
r of ~eology and geogsaid fie goes caving to
ct with his students outof the classroom and as a
of informal teaching.
's not just pleasure; it's
learning about caves,
raphy and geology," (Left) Senior geology major Bill Evely returns from the cave below through a hole which serves as an entrance to the cave. (Upper Right) kfA-_
ki said. "There are no Langland, a junior elementary education major, squeezes her way t.hrough a group of rock formations on one of the many cave expeditfons
s for it, but they learn · G"utowski leads.
limestones and caverns
Once at the caves, certain ural air conditioning, although but Evely said usually the intro- caves and geology.
as get some exercise."
rules
must be followed, he never completed it," ductory-science
students
"It's part of the job for all of
owski is one of several
Gutowski
said.
The
car
model
Gutowski
added.
us
account
for
the
largest
teachers," Gutowski said~
rn instructors who twice
and
name
of
the
owner
must
be
''Meeting
the professars outside
Any
person
in
average
physiamounts.
the school year leads a
"It's always the same type of of the class gives students a betof students through vari- verified as well as time in and cal condition could go through
out of the caves by each group the caves without problems, but person, just different majors," ter understanding of what I'm
ves in Indiana.
for
safety reasons.
Gutowski said the caves are a Evely said. "It's a chance to all about."
owski has been "spelunkThe
rules
for
each
cave
vary,
Evely said a National
challenge
- at least they were find out about yourself and your
' as many people affectionown self-confidence."
Spelunking Society exists for
call it, since 1984. The though, just as each cave can for him.
"The first time I didn't know
Occasionally, minor problems the benefit of all amateur and
recent cave expedition be different. Many of the caves
what
to
expect
and
it
was
a
are
on
private
property,
but
the
spelunkers,
do
spring up such as the initial professional
place on Feb. 10 to 11 in
owners
allow
groups
to
visit
for
challenge,"
Gutowski
said.
"It
fright
or
mild
cases
of
although
he
is
not
a
member.
about 15 miles west of
a small donation, which helps was little physical challenge, but claustrophobia once students
"It's kind of a greek group for
· gton, Ind.
to do something like this which enter the cave.
spelunkers," Evely said.
p of about 25 students to meet clean-up costs.
Bruckner's
cave
is
popular
I'd
never
done
before
with
all
of
"I've
always
managed
to
talk
Because the introduction
ty challenged the cave,
classes
ftilfill -uruverSify require::""" ..
the
walking,
climbing,
crawling,
the
anxious
people
into
coming
because
of
its
loop-like
shape
about 30 different caves
which
allows
groups
to
travel
diftwisting
and
slithering
was
down,
although
some
don't
even
ments,
many
students from difarea.
ferent."
around
the
cave
instead
of
douto
look
into
the
hole
we
ferent
backgrounds
take the
want
owski and about 17 of the
bling
back
at
the
end.
For
students,
spelunking
is
a
eriter
through,"
Gutowski
said.
classes
which
go
caving.
ents left early Friday
Bruckner's normally takes chance to do something they've
"A couple of people don't like
"It's the nature of our disci· g to spend the night at
three
to four hours to explore, never done before and may it and want out, but some go pline. Other professors certainormick State Park in
never get the opportunity to do back again and again."
ly support this even if they
, a tradition of sorts for Gutowski said.
again.
Gutowski
said
they
come
"Some
rookies
have
been
Gutowski
said
over
the
years,
don't
participate," Gutowski
ars among the group.
's a chance for these peo- known to spend eight hours or away from it with a real sense a group of about five to 10 stu- said. "It has a positive effect on
dents such as Evely have all majors who participate."
different disciplines to get even overnight in there," of accomplishment.
Gutowski
added.
Gutowski said the geology
Senior
geology
major
Bill
assumed leadership roles in the
ow each other the night
All
caves,
although
shaped
Evely
has
gone
spelunking
with
expeditions.
club
and introductory class stu," Gutowski said. "It's an
"I feel a little bit closer to dents have joined with the
ative learning and social differently, possess the same Gutowski for the last two to
type
of
characteristics. three years. Even though he these guys," Gutowski said. "I botany club, zoology club and
·nee."
Gutowski
said
they range some- said caving scared him at first, know I can depend on them."
any other groups which express
next morning, a second
where
around
he
continues
going
because
he
50
degrees
yearHe
added
all
the
students
interest.
p of students lead by
enjoys it now and helps guide benefit from the experience,
"I haven't gone to the fine
istry professor John round.
"One
guy
started
building
a
the
rookies
through.
arts
club, yet," Gutowski said.
not
just
the
ones
who
keep
rt met Gutowski' s group
"Buf
who knows,~ maybe I
house
near
one
and
tapped
Many
students
go
along
as
coming
back
The
trips
aren't
pencer, Ind., about 10
into
the
cave
as
a
source
of
natpart
of
a
campus-dub
activity,
will."
just
to
teach
about
limestone
south of the cave.

This
Spring
Break, go
Greyhound
Instead
For just $49.50 each way, you and your friends
can afford to pile on greyhound. Whether it's the
beach, the slopes or your hometown going
Greyhound won't cramp your style.

$4gso

Each way based on round-trip purchase.

Twins {PG) 7:15
Working Girl {R) 7:00

CALL MATTOON 234-3333
FOR SCHEDULE
·~~i~g'tr'!~

FALL AVAILABILITY ·
PARK PLACE I
• 1,2, & 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
•Laundry &
Parking

PARK PLACE II
•Brand new 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
•Laundry &
Parking

(ON 7th ST. ACROSS FROM UNION)
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS-

ST. JAMES PLACE (1905 S. 12th ST.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units
• A.C. • Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

348-1479

(after 1 p.m.)
or (217) 359-0203

Thursday s
1
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Classified ads
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Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Co
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless no·
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m . previous day.

[jfServices Offered

[jfAdoption

[jfFor Rent

[jfFor Rent

[ifLost/Found

"My Secretary" Professional
resumes, papers, letters, etc.
903 18th. 345-1150. 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515
PROFESSIONAL RESUME
PACKAGES: Quality papers,
big selection, excellent service.
PATTON QUICK PRINT; 820
Lincoln, next to Super-K. 3456331.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
COPY-X
CHARLESTON
Resume specials, large selection, friendly, fast service .
Copy-X your copy center! 207
Lincoln Ave. 345-6313.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
RESPONSIBLE ADULT will
watch your PET over Spring
Break. Negotiable rates and
place of petsitting. Julie 3487861
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _3/10

Well-educated couple eager to
adopt baby. Cheerful home full
of books and antiques in small,
midwestern city. Flexible on
sharing information with birthmother abo~t child. Please call
us, collect, 309-827-3135
weekends/evenings or our
attorney collect, 217-352-8037.
John and Elizabeth
_ _ _ _ _ca3/9, 13, 16,27

Large furnished Apt. for 3 or 4
available now for 5 1/2 months.
Call 345-4757
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Need 3 males for a 4 person
townhouse in Brittany Ridge for
the 1989-90 school year.
$175/mo. Phone 348-1262.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15
SUMMER ONLY - lowest rate
in town. $400 for 3 month
lease per apartment. 2 blocks
from campus. Call today 3452784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
1 and 2 bedroom furnished
apartments/1-4people. Leasing
for August. Some available for
summer. Laundry and parking.
No pets. 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
For Fall - 1-2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apts and houses. 10
month lease - Deposit required
- 345-4010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9

Two bedroom Furnished Apt.
415 Harrison. $110 per person-.
Four Bedroom House 319
Madison Call 348-5032.

One bedroom apartments; very
near EIU ; range, refrig, and
drapes provided; two people
max ; 9 or 12 month leases ;
$320 or $250 per month; 5816243 or 345-4220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./10
2 non-smoking males for apt.
near south campus. $150 ea.+
share utilities. 345-3771 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

~or Sale

Lost : Jean jacket . license ,
Eastern ID, Keys at Krackers
Saturday. Found please call
Susan at 3638.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 3/9
Lost: Black faced watch with
leather band. Lost between
Booth Library & Union .
Sentimental Value . Rewac.d 345-5204.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 3/10
FOUND: EIU ID's; Gregory
Stoner, Wendy Dennis , and
Stacy Dycus. Also Tiffini Peters
Indiana Drivers License. Please
rescue from Daily Eastern
Publications.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Lost: Black and white girls
watch with leather band. tn
Buzzard Gym or Lantz Building.
Sentimental Value. Please call
348-7906.
.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 3/10
Watch found in Booth Library
March 6. Identify & claim Dean
of Library Services Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10

[jfFor Rent
AVAILABLE NOW SUMMER
OR FALL 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. APARTMENT
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN
STREET. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515
Rooms for women 1415 7th St.
6th house from campus. 3453845 $165 or $110 with most
utilities.
_ _ __ _ __ _ 010
Need 2 or 3 females for two furnished apartments near
. Campus. All utilities paid. 3454243.
_ _ _ _ __ ___010
Male vacancy available at Park
Place for immediate occupancy. Contact Park Place 3481479.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

~Help Wanted
Wanted: artist able to do color
seperation for silk screen shop.
345-5022 (9-5)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Easy Workl Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at home.
Call for information. 504-6490670. Ext. 9202
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9

Extra nice 3 bedroom furnished
house for 1989-90 school year.
Six people, 1 O mo . lease,
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE
$160/mo. 345-3148 evenings.
1074 10th St. (2bedroom) com_ __ __ __ __ 010
pletely furnished plus air. Heat
For Rent : McArthur Manor and garbage pickup furnished.
Apartments. 2-bedroom , furAvailable Fall 89 Spring 90
nished. 345-2231 .
9month lease. 345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Townhouses Best in town for
APARTMENT NEEDED FROM
the money. Two bedrooms furJUNE 10 UNTIL AUGUST 10.
nished. 11 units in the 1600 WILLING TO SHARE 2 BEDblock 7 University Dr. 9 units at
ROOM APARTMENT WITH
6th St. & Polk. $148 ea. for 3, MALE OR FEMALE . CALL
$124.50 ea. for 4 people. 9 AFTER 4:00. AIMEE (312)891month lease. Phone 345-6115
1552
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/14
1 or 2 bedroom apts. Available
FEMALE SUMMER SUBJune 1st or anytime up to Aug.
LEASERS NEEDED 3 bed1st 9, 10, and 12 month leases. . room, furnished apt. with air
6 blocks from EIU . Clean ,
& dishwasher. Rent negowater, & garbage furnished.
tiable. Call 581 -3259 or 581345-4494
3160.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15

DAVE'S MEMORY LANE
Delivery
Help
needed .
Guaranteed salary. Apply 3-5
pm at West Park Plaza. 3457312
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Door Canvasser Male or
Female. Neat Appearance.
Need car. Work between 3 pm 7pm daily. Call 728-2337
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/14

c:tAdoption
"-' "

~ ,,

! ' ..,>(

j'

u

Adoption - we can offer your
infant picnics, piggyback rides,
love and security. We are a
happily married couple, responsible, caring and financially
secure. Confidential , legal.
Expenses paid. Call Cheri and
Mike collect at 312-380-1837.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15

_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 40

Furnished apartment for 3-4-5
people. Summer only. Very reasonable rent. 348-5954.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/14
One Bedroom House - One
block east of Buzzard Bldg. For
two girls. June 1 for one year.
$100 each for two occupants.
175.00 for one. Lease 3452652
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _3/9
APT/House for rent 219
Jackson 4 or 5 students at 125
ea. 4 bedrooms 9 month lease
345-5641 c/o Jim
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Roommate Needed for next
year. Own room, low utilities,
close to campus, furnished.
$165/mo. 348-0247
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10

FOR SALE: ZENITH 27 INCH
REMOTE COLOR TV. (3454798)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
FOR SALE: CARVER RECEIVER, DENON TAPE DECK &
DISC PLAYER.
OENON
TURNTABLE, & INFINITY
SPEAKERS. (345-4798)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
FOR SALE: Mexican Ponchos.
New shipment. Plain, striped &
Coronas. $15 ea. 2 for $20.
581-3370
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15
CD's for sale: All types of music
available. Low prices. Call Kelly
348-1528.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 3/9
1982 Yamaha Magna 400 Mint
condition, low mileage $650
best, call Brian 345-9512, leave
message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10

1 Barrel part
5German
woodcarversculptor:
1440- 1533
10 Bri stle
14 Khabarovsk s
river
15 Bounce off
16 Earth 's turning
line
17 Apollo's mother
18 Broken
20 Problem in the
bedroom
22 Some esters
23 Meet
24 Small aegree

Your Home Away
from Home

That Cares
Don't be left Homeless
345-9105

Classified Ad For

Phone: - - - - - - -Students

D

Yes

D

Dates to run _____________ _

55 Broken
57 Hearty's partner

Ad to read:

58 - - c ontendere
59 .Rich c ake
50 Experts

61 Hebrew musical
nstrument

82 Depose
83 Three-handed
card game

Under Classification of:_ __ _ __ __ __ __

DOWN
1 ''Laughing
Cavalier" painter

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ ___

, 2 Grist fo r a
soothsayer's mill

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor - - -----t•
no. words/days

4 Divides
equitably

11 Sign in a movie
house

5 Tea cakes

12 Fork part

6 r avor to savor

13 Emulates
Walters

8 London
restaurant
district
9 Vetal refineries
10 Dieters
specialties

'

Regency Apts.

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

48 Fasten a sandal
again
52 H anken's .. __
Language"

7 Table scrap

;

The Miss Lincoln 11
Pageant - A Miss A
Preliminary will be held
Saturday in the G
Ballroom at 7:00 pm. Ti
are available at the door
in the Union Lobby this
Don't Miss it!

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

47 Under, to
seamen

3 Broken

....

WANTED : ART STUD
INTERESTED IN EAR
EXTRA CASH FOR DE
ING A LOGO FOR L
BAND. KEEP TRYING 9408

The Dally Eastern News

Crossword Puzzle
25 Beef
28 Starts a Journey
32 Emulates Circe
and !routers
33 Has on
35 Gums
36 Augments
37 Brooklets
38 Excel
39 Nancy Astor.
- - Langhorne
40 Common or
horse follower
41 A result of
combustion
42 Chores for
Junior
44 Kidded
46 Dissolved
Egy.-Syr.
alliance

FOUND: Black lab puppy
red collar. Found around
and Polk. 348-5983

UITH TIE

Lose something? Find it in classifieds!!

1

ACROSS

Lost - Blue ski bag wra
white Eastern plastic b
was last seen in Buzzard
Call Debbie 345-2966

now, GO

[ifLost/Found

Thursday s

Lost/Found

19 Cadences
21 Srerbets
25 Sycamore. e g

26 More 1mpol1te
27 Roriulus and
Remus

28 Barg ain hunters
pursuits
29 Busted
30 Oddball
31 Got along
34 Chi transit
systems
37 Does a
document over
38 As - s1lk
40 Trap
41 Si'lg y

43 King or Sheldon
45 German tank
48 Jaffe or Barrett
49 Bibl ical patriarch
so Capital of
Manche
51 Nose of a ship
52 Unso'ted wheat
flour , 1n lnaia
53 Zeno's birthplace
54 Caesura
56 Choler

Payment:

D

Amount due :$ _ _ ____,..
Cash

D

Check

D

Credit

Check number _ _ ___

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per w
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild I
cents per word first day. 1O cents per word each
consective day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance.

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse a
considered libelous or in bad taste.

ews and Warbler honored a conferencE£)
staffs of The Daily Eastern Newt
e Warbler yearbook were honored
several awards recently.
a Society for Collegiate Journalists
convention held at Carson-Newman
e in Jefferson City, Tenn., the 1988
r placed second overall in yearbook
ory, also placing second overall in
k reporting.
addition, the Warbler placed third in
1 excellence, and earned an honormention in yearbook photography.
idually, Warbler Editor in chief Jon
ed a second place award for a spot
photo that appeared in The Daily
rn News, and an honorable mention
photography portfolio.
at the SCJ convention, Heartland
· e won an honorable mention in the

general interest magazine category.
Heartland is a bi-annual, student-produced
magazine that caters to the interests of East
Central Illinois residents.
In addition, several Daily Eastern News
staffers won individual awards including:
Robb Montgomery and Ken
Trevarthan, first place, photo essay
• Robb Montgomery, first place, photography portfolio
• Jim Betzold, second place, sports column
• Jim Betzold, second place, sports page
• Rudy Nowack, second place, cartoon.
strip
• Craig Edwards, second place, front
page layout
• Jeff Madsen, third place, feature writing
• Amy Carr, honorable mention, editorial

WIEU television also placed first m
broadcast news.
At the 1989 Illinois College Press
Association contest, several News staffers
from the editorial and advertising departments garnered individual awards including:
• Beth Avery, first place, full-page ad
• Matthew Maynard, first place, feature
story
• Jean Caltry, second place, classified
section
• Lori Buscaglia, second place, in-house
promotion
• Kim Mikus, second place, features
page design
• Jeff Madsen, third place, in-depth
reporting
• Cory Bollinger, honorable mention,

Thursday's

·

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

Classified ads
[](Announcements

~-----:--:-----:-3/10
idterms with a bash,
. North room of Page
$3 girls, $3.50 guys.

:00
3/18

~L:-:E:-:A-=:-D.,.,-IN:-:G,-0:::-:P:::-:E:::-:N-:--GYM

H 7-10 AT MCAFFEE
E AT 4:30 PM. ALL
STED MEN & WOMEN

D
3/9

~~..,.,.'AY.,.....,...,MO-=:-R:::-:E:::-=T:-:HA-:--:N-:-:--'YOU
TO? GET THE BEST
PRICE AROUND. CALL
BOB
OF KEGS.
SEN PAGE ONE TAV345-9066
3/10
=-:-:-N1:-:G-:--:
H::::T -::Pc:::R-=E-=s-=-EN,.,,T=-s 16
LIVE WITH NIL. 8 SATAY NIGHT TOP OF
$3COVER.
3/10
~l<A-:--:P:-:S,-:-=D-=o-::--Nc:::'T:-=FO=-R=-G ET
BE AT THE HOUSE
AT 5:45! PLEASE BE
El
0

,.,......_ _ _ _ _ _3/.9
aps don't forget about
cleaning today from 10-4
3/9

JUSTIN TYME ROCKS AT
FRIEND'S
(UPTOWN
CHARLESTON) FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY (MARCH 10 AND
11) 9:30 PM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Tonight and only Tonight! Page
One. $3.00 girls, $3.50 guys!
All-U-Can Drink! Live· DJ,
Dancing, plenty of Beer. Starts
at 9:00! Don't miss it!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
Phi Sigs, Sigma Nus, and
Lambda Chis - What an awesome combination! Thanks for
the great time at Moms! The
ASAs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
SEE eight Eastern women
compete.. for the title of Miss
Lincoln Trail - this Saturday!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Don't Buy Green Beer, Buy
Green flowers! Thursday and
Friday in the Union
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
Happy 20th Birthday to our
great son KENNETH WAKE
you make us proud! Love, Mom
& Dad
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
Happy Birthday Matt Clough!
From your LAMBDA CHI brothers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
BRIAN WORTEL - This last
month and 1 day have been the
best! You are the greatest!
Love Ya Lots! MICHELLE
3/9

Announcements
Panhel would like to congratulate John Talbert on becoming
MIFCA
Illinois
State
Coordinator. We know you'll do
a great job
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
Deana Riley and Marie Burge Panhel was very proud to have
you represent us this weekend
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
JEN BOWMAN - Great job with
the
Alcohol
Awareness
Speaker. Love, Panhel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
MATT CLOUGH - Happy,
Happy, Happy, Happy, Happy,
Happy, Happy, Happy, Happy,
Happy, Happy, Happy, Happy,
Happy, Happy, Happy, Happy,
Happy, Happy, Happy, Happy
21st Birthday Dad! Love your
"CID" Rose
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9

A

Ab~D FllDl-f

TRI-SIGMAS Don't forget about
TONIGHT'S PARTY! GRAB
your Friends and Bring them
along! We'll have a BLAST!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
CHRISTIE LEAKEY (LAKEY!) Did I tell you how happy I am
that you're my mom? VERY
HAPPY! Have a great weekend! Love, Rose
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
LISA FISHER - Just wanted
to let you know that your
mommy thinks you're the
BEST and that I'm excited for
our lunch date. TRI-SIGMA
LOVE, KIMBERLY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
Heather
Hughes
Congratulations on- getting
lavaliered to Clint! I'm so happy
for you! Love, Gina
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9

NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
for any event. All clips should be submitted to The Daily
news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE
OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday
be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday.
y is deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips
after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting
ion WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips my be edited for available

TO THE WOMEN OF DELTA
SIGMA THETA SORORITY INC.
HAVE A NICE DAY. LOVE LEE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9

Announcements
Linda, You're a great big sis.
I'm so glad you're mine. I know
we'll have a lot of great times.
Love, Maggie. P.S When's the
family reunion
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9

LAMBDA CHIS, ALPHA SIGS,
and SIG NUS - Thanks for
breaking up mid-term week and . PHI
SIGMA
SIGMA
showing us a great time
PLEDGES: Your doing a
great job with pledging!
Tuesday. Love the PHI SIGS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
Smile and keep up the terrifTRI-SIGMA GREEK SINGERS:
ic work! Love, Your Active
Keep up the great work at pracsisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
tice. You guys are doing an
INCREDIBLE job!
Panhellenic Council wishes all
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/9
Tri-Sigmas
a
happy
SPRING BREAK BASH. FRIWednesday. Friday's almost
DAY · MARCH 10TH! NORTH
here!
3/9
SIDE OF ROC'S. AYCD
------~-.......~~ Q.T. T_tiank yQu for putting up
SPRING BREAK BASH . ' FRIwith ml! -this .past wetii<!"!Yotr
DAY MARCH 10TH! NORTH
mean everything to me. I Love
SIDE OF ROC'S. A.Y.C.D.
You. Love Jr.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./9
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Campus Clips
GINEERING STUDIES' COMMITTEE A meeting for all
lneering students will be held today at 2 pm in the Phipps
Hall. Dr. James Nelson, Professor of Ceramic Engineering
University of Illinois will be the speaker. All Pre-Engineering
ts are expected to attend.
kly meeting will be tonight at 6:30 in the Oakland Rm. Very
t Meeting! Don't miss it!
K WEEK ELECTIONS weekly meeting will be tonight at
lhe Casey Rm. We need everyone present!
K WEEK OVERALL CO-CHAIR weekly meeting will be
at 8 pm in the Paris room. We need everyone present!
K WEEK Community Service Committee Meeting will be
/
at 7:30pm in the Kansas Room
NCE HALL ASSOCIATION will meet tonight at 5pm in
Hall. Early dinner will be at 4:05 in Thomas food service
CERS To all EIU Dance Club members: Dance rehearsal
hour earlier at 6:30 tonight in McAfee Dance Studio. Come
to dance
IONAL PSYCHOLOGY CLUB Speaker/Topic Graduate
will meet tonight at 5 pm in the Science Building Rm 110
NT, MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE SOCIETY Recorder
practice will be tonight at 7:30 pm in Coleman 109. All
me, no experience necessary; music provided
OMICRON PHI Initiation will be tonight at 6 pm in KH 110.
dress. Members please arrive at 5:15 to help set up.

[ifAnnouncements

Announcements

CUR

ess-than-full-page ad; honorable
mention ad campaign
• Amy Carr, honorable mention, editorial
column
• Amy Carr and Craig Edwards, honorable mention, editorial
• Jim Betzold, honorable mention, sports
column
• Jim Betzold and Dave Lindquist, honorable mention, sports page design
• Roger Johnson, honorable mention,
critical film review
• Jim Carlson, honorable mention, editorial cartoon
.
• Jeff Madsen, honorable mention, feature story
• Kim Mikus, Craig Edwards and
Chrystal Philpott, honorable mention, front
page layout

....
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BLOOM COUNTY

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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ourney awards given
·Western Illinois forward Darrell
Richardson also had 11 rebounds
in the Leathernecks' only game.
SMSU guard Doug Lewis
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-Eastern
dished out 18 .assists in two
~~.r.aw.wM.,.y,i,- games.
Planning Ahead
AMCU Commissioner Jerry
on erence team.
Ippoliti
announced a meeting of
Forward Hubert Henderson of
the
conference
Council of
tourney champion Southwest
Delegates
on
April
31-May 1,
Missouri State was named tournawhich
will
determine
the
location
ment Most Vauable Player.
of
next
year's
conference
tournaThe other members of the team
ment.
were: SMSU center Kelby
"We had a very good meeting
Stuckey, Illinois-Chicago forward
with
the conference athletic direcChris Harris and UIC guard Tony
tors
about the tournament,"
Freeman.
Ippoliti
said. "We met Monday
Taylor and Henderson, who
and
Tuesday,
and we discussed
each played in two games, tied
several
options."
for best scoring average for the
Between 1984-87, three of the
tournament at 20.5 points per
four
conference tournaments were
game.
held
at Springfield, Mo. Last seaHarris was third at 18 ppg and
son
no
tourney was held, but
scored a tournament-high 54
Ippoliti
said
the tournament will
points in three games.
definitely
return
next year.
In another tournament leader
"We
will
have
a site (after the
category, Eastern forward Mark
meeting),"
Ippoliti
said. "More
Fowler averaged a tournamentthan
likely
it
will
be
on a campus
high 11 rebounds per game.
y JAMES BETZOLD

ports editor

site of one of our conference
schools."
Member-school presidents and athletic directors will
vote on recommendations at the
meeting, which will be held in
Chicago.
"There is no front-runner,"
Ippoliti said. "But we have to be
realistic that a team can host it
with the quality we had here at
Southwest."
Tourney Tidbits
~ith Southwest Missouri gaining the automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament, only firstround loser Northern Iowa (19-9)
has a realistic chance of additional post-season play... UNI has
failed to win an AMCU tourney
game in- all five attempts.
Meanwhile, Valparaiso won its
first tourney game ever this year. ·.
Attendence was still down at
Hammons Student Center three
days after 14 inches of snow fell
on the city. Attendence was 7,611
at Wednesday's championship
game.

UIC fighting for some_recognition
By JAMES BETZOLD
Sports editor

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. - Maybe
an appearance on national television will help that state university
in Chicago with its identity crisis.
The University of Illinois at
Chicago, or UIC as school officials prefer, has been fighting that
battle on two fronts.
First comes the confusion with
U of I at Champaign, the
University of Chicago and
Chicago State. Now the school
must contend with the IllinoisCircle Campus moniker the

school dropped in 1982.
"All this started when they
merged the medical school with
the undergraduate school," said
Dave Mateer, UIC sports information director.
"They (officials) have been trying to come up with an identity,
and have come up with UIC."
UIC almost lost their standing
as U of I during Wednesday's
championship broadcast. ESPN
officials, unwilling to use simply
UIC for graphics during the
game, informed Mateer that they
would use "University of

Chicago" instead.
"I said, that's the Maroons
(University of Chicago's nickname)," Mateer said. "That's
where Jay Berwanger won a
Heisman Trophy, that's not us."
UIC, an underrated academic
institution, has good reason to
want to hang on to it's U ofl connection.
"People don't realize we 're
one of the top 100 research
schools in the country," Mateer
said. "People don't realize the
resources they have in the middle
of the city."

JAMES BETZOLD1Spons

Eastern guard l'Ql [,zvlqr goes airborne for a shot against Unive
of Illinois-Chicago in Tuesday's AMCU semi-final. Taylor was n
to the All-Tournament Team Wednesday.

DON'T LET TOKENS

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
FLOAT BY! UNLIMITED
CHECK

1.~

CASHING
C5:.._~ ______________________________________________________
..
until vacation

As the world gets smaUer, opportunity

SUN& FUN
ESSENTIALS

gets larger with the IIT MBA.
Technology is at the heart of America's oompetitiveness. This helps explain why
many ITT educated managers reach top management pu-;itions fast.

Implement innovation with the IIT Full-Time MBA.
ITT offers uniquely focused specializations in: Operations and Technology
Management, lnfonnation Management, Finance, Marketing and Organization
Management.
Optional salariea summer internships are available with many of Chicago's
leading corporations. Financial aid is available for qualified students. ITT offers a
part-time MBA program as well.
Tomorrow Starts Today at IIT.

OPEN HOUSE LOCATIONS: HOURS lOam to Noon
March 11th (Sat.)
March 18th (Sat.)
Main Campus, Room 113, Stuart Bldg. ITT West
10 W. 31st. Street
6()0 S. Lambert Road
Chicago, IL
Glen Ellyn, IL ·
Call 312-853-5848 today for complete information.

1111

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE School
OFof Business
TECHNOLOGY
Aaninistration, Chicago. 11:.60616 .

20% Off sunglasses
99¢ bandanas
also
suntan oil &
lotions

ALL CLOTHING

20%

OFF

including ·
new spring shirts,
shorts, sweats, &
tank tops

LOAD UP ON
COLOR FILM

$2.49
110, 35mm, Disk
(24 exp)
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Stops UIC
•From page 12
14 field-goal attempts,
ree-pointers, had four
four assists.
son was forced to pick
of the Bears' offensive
en Stuckey drew his
ul at the 16:20 mark.
Stuckey held to 25 minplaying time, UIC's
and Darren Guest were
o to work inside and keep
es in the contest.
er was very effective,"
our said of the pair of
nters.
on scored 12 points and
rebounds, while Guest led

1 wrestler Terry Murphy
t surprise would be an
tement.
by, who transferred to
from Lincoln College is
ded for the NCCA tourin Oklahoma City, Okla.
y already accomplished
goals as he has a record
e fewest losses on the
nd took second at the
. But he says his goals for
n aren't quite over.

the Flames with 16 points, two
steals and a pair of blocks.
"Guest is a man," Spoonhour
said.
Stuckey said, "He is one of the
strongest players I've faced."
Guest, a higli school star at
Harvey Thornton, had attended
Auburn and Chicago State before
ending up at UIC.
Guest accented his scoring
with three dunks in traffic and
won fan support in the .Bears'
"Temple of Doom."
"I'm glad to come out on a.
good note," Guest said. "We
knew what was going to happen
with their fan support. This is a

"My goal last week was to
make the nationals," Murphy
said. And he did. "My ,goal for
the tournament is to prove I can
wrestle with those guys."
Although it seems Murphy has
proved enough to everyone who
has seen him, he says he hopes
that he can leave his mark on the
big name wrestlers after it's over.
Murphy's impressive mark of
17-3-1 for the season is
attributable to a style of wrestling
that Murphy says, "puts the pressure on" his opponent.
"I feel I wrestle much more

great college atmosphere for the
tourney."
Spoonhour said, ."I don't think
our fan support hurts the other
team. It makes us a better team."
As for the tournament, if we
get the right draw and play with
determination, we can win a game
or two."
The Flames, on the other hand,
can be glad their 1988-89 season
burned out instead of fading
away.
"These three days may cause
problems for years to come,"
Spoonhour said of UIC's emergence. " We may look back and
ask how all this started."

effectively when I am constantly
moving, " he said.
With only Murphy and two
others still competing for
Eastern 's wrestling squaq, practices for the nationals have been
pr~tty low-key, Murphy said.
Going into the tournament with
his personal goals, Murphy also
said he will be at full strength for
the guys he will face next week.
"I'm feeling real good and I
will be ready to go," Murphy
said. "Once I get that first match
under my belt I think the nervousness will go away."

5¢
5¢

SCHNAPPS
~J
RUM & COKE
:}.~
FUZZY NAVELS - ~
MAUI BLUE HAWAIIAN

'LOUNGE
1HURSDAY- "SILVER BULLET NIGHT"

$1 oo COORS LIGHT - SILVER BULLETS
$too

STROH'S POUNDERS
$2.iQ PITCHERS

T-SHIRT GIVE AWAYS - LIVE DJ
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THE "INN" PLACE TO BE..:

RESERVATION
AGENTS
Join the leader in the hospitality industry! If you're looking
for Summer Employment and want to work a flexible shift
(full time, part time, temporary), HOLIDAY INN is the place
for you!

APPLY NOW FOR SUMMER WORK

~~~!

@,"filt

~fu~

If you have at least 1 year work or college experience and
typing of 25 wpm, call Monday thru .Friday, 9am-4pm for
details:
312-932-5806 or 312-932-5815
17W642 Butterfield Road
Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois
(western suburb of Chicago)
Affirmative Action Employer M/F/V/H

i----------------------.....1

ARROW TRAVEL

AT TED'S TONITE
OLD STYLE DRY
NATU-R AL LITE
HOT DOGS

MYPIACE

348-0147

.
~

GRADUATES
Fly to EUROPE for 29aoo
THIS WEEK ONLY

MON-FRI 9-5

620 W.Lincoln
West Park Plaza

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Proudly Presents
Their 1989-90 Officers

BudweisereKING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE llF TIE WB

SHERYL BONSETT

TERRY MURPHY

(Scottsburg, IN), senior guard,
became the 10th player in
school history to have over
1,000 points in her career with
20 points and 15 assists in victories over Illinois State and
Indiana State.

(Maywood, IL-Proviso East),
junior, qualified for the NCAA
national tournament by placing
second in the 150-pound division at the Western Regional.

)

.L

SAT 9-12

•

President - Julie Irvin
V. P. Fraternity Education - Linda Hundman
V.P. Scholarship - Susan Barrow
Treasurer - Nancy Gieseking
Recording Secretary - Katie Fitzgerald
Corresponding Secretary - Kim Glazebrook·
Panhellenic Delegate - Lynne Massei
Activities - Kelly Flood
House - Kelley Sullivan
Membership - Amy Peters
Philanthropic Chairman - Pam Hoffee
Publicity - Jennifer Bowman
Ritual - Julie Marin
Rush - Jamie Garling
Social - Wendy Smith
Standards - Jennifer Dunne
Points - Dana Waite
Song - Rachele Ferguson
Thoughtfulness - Wendi Tucker
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Neutral site needed
for AMCU tourney
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.
- For those who tuned in
to ESPN at 4 p.m.
Wednesday and caught
the Association of MidContinent Universtities
Tourney final, wasn't
Southwest Missouri
State's
Hammons
Student Center a great
showcase for the young
league?
Springfield, Mo., lays
.
d
.
t
it
all out for its Bears - a
D ave L m quis
packed house of hooprabid fans, one of the
most effe
e a
entertaining pep bands in the nation
and the virtual assurance that any opponent foolish enough
to enter the "Temple of Doom" shall be stripped of its
wits, dignity and the will to win.
But before turning the page back to the classified ads
thinking this is another dig at Eastern fans (who in truth,
would be more likely to tip opponents off to Charleston
bar specials than threaten them), it's time to put a stop to
this type of embarassingly partisan rowdyness in March.
When the Bears host their 16 opponents at Hammons
during the regular season, the suppport they receive should
be applauded and envied.
But at post-season tourney time, a team shouldn't be
allowed to host three games on its home court with a trip
to the NCAA Tournament on the line.
The reason Southwest Missouri has hosted four of the
five AMCU post-season galas is an obvious one: The
league makes money when people are in the stands.
Arid let a guarentee be made that there were more than
a couple of excited fans on hand Tuesday and Wednesday
for the Bears' games.
They wear "Bear hair"-multi-colored wigs that would
make Wendy 0. Williams look like a guest star on the
Dobie Gillis Show.
They harangue officials. Picture hundreds of Ozark men
requesting a blocking foul Tuesday night when a Bears'
guard drove to the basket with SMS leading Valparaiso
82-42 with just more than two minutes remaining.
And, most of all, they hinge on every wince, smile and
pointed finger of coach Charlie Spoonhour-a silver-haired
Springfield icon who
fishes with Whitey
Herzog and owns a 12953 career coaching
record.
When "Spoonball"
begins, the atmoshpere
rivals that of professional wrestling as
Spoonhour orchestrates
thunderous cheers when
the ball bounces the
Bears way (often).
When it doesn't,
Charlie can make an
official feel like Salmon
Rushdie in a book store ·
Charlie Spoonhour
that only sells the
Koran.
can be argued that Spoonhour intimidates officials at
Hammons more than Georgetown's 6-10 John Thompson,
and that is the fundamental reason the AMCU Tourney
should not be played at one school's home court.
The most popular school of thought suggests a neutral
sight for all six games. A logical location may still be
Springfield (Illinois, that is), which is a centrally located
city of more than 1,000 people that would likely open its
arms to college basketball.
As for next season, no decision of the fate or location of
· the 1990 post-season tournament will be made until May
I, when the AMCU Council of Delegates meets.
What is important now is that a deserving AMCU club
goes on to the NCAA Tourney to represent the everimproving style of play featured in the league- and on a
neutral court as the hoop gods rightfolly planned it.
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David Lindquist is associate sports editor for The Daily
Eastern News.

~.

AP Laser

Southwest Missouri State center kicks high after a shot against University of /Uinois-Chicago, The Bears automati
qualified for the NCAA Tournament after beating UIC.

Winner and still cham
SM~

tops UIC 73-67, enters NCA

By DAVE LINDQUIST
Associate sports editor

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. - Southwest Missouri State
earned its third consecutive trip to the NCAA tournament
Wednesday before a national television audience, defeating Illinois-Chicago in a thrilling 73-67 Association of
Mid-Continent Universities tournament final.
The Bears (21-9) outscored UIC by three points each
half, ending the Flames' Cinderella attempt to defeat the
league's top three teams in as many days.
"Going in I thought 'uh-oh, Chicago's hot and all our
work was going to waste," SMS coach Charlie Spoonhour
said of the final that pitted the tourney's No. 1 and No. 7
seeds. "But after winning, I think the tourney is a great
thing and really, that's what we play for."
A pair of converted free throws by Southwest center
Kelby Stuckey with 16 seconds remaining, gave the Bears
an eight-point lead (their biggest) and the Bears' third win
·
this season over Illinois-Chicago, which b

13-17 record.
UIC's Derrick Johnson hit two free throws with
seconds left to cut the gap to six.
"We'd been trying to prove we are a ballclub," Ill"
Chicago coach Bob Hallberg said. "These guys
tough all year; we fell six points short of our p ·
goal."
The Flames had apparently tied the contest, 66-66,
3:32 left when freshman Brian Hill drilled a three-po'
However, a foul called away from the ball disallow
shot.
"That was the key point in the game," Hallberg
"Plus, the difference is by playing at Southwest Mis
Nowhere in the conference is the home court as g
factor as it is here."
A crowd of 7 ,611 fans cheered on the Bears and t
ment Most Valuable Player Hubert Henderson, a 6-11
ter who led all scorers with 27 points.
"I just came out shooting," said Henderson, who

•Continued on page 11

oach resigns
By JEFF SMITH
Staff writer

Eastern offensive coordinator and
line coach ~ike QeBprVeft the team
Friday to become o Tensive-line
coach at Ball State University.
DeBord told Spoo of his decision
to leave on Thursday, worked his last
day at Eastern on Friday and took
over his new post at Ball State
Monday, Spoo said.
Interim Athletic Director Joan
Schmidt said Ball State's head coach,
Paul Shudel, contacted Spoo last
week about DeBord filling the offensive-line coach opening.

e a
tate coaching vacancy
was created when Ball State's offensive-line coach accepted the offensive-coordinator position at the
University of Cincinnati - a job
DeBord interviewed for about two
weeks ago, Schmidt said.
"Generally, we don't release anything until we have things in writing," Schmidt said. "That's generally
been the university's policy." ·
Schmidt added the university has
not yet received his resignation letter
to her knowledge.
Schmidt said Ball State did release
DeBord's hiring to the NCAA News, a
weekly newsletter, where it was

picked up by italThe Chicago
Times and run in its Wednesday
ti on.
DeBord had served under
since Eastern's head coach was
here in January of 1987.
Spoo said he respected De
decision. "I have no hard fe
toward coach DeBord whatso
Spoo said. "I have benefited fr
association with him."
Spoo said he has begun the
of hiring a new offensive-line
and is considering whether to
current Panther assistant or hi
offensive coordinator.

